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n the English language, certain words
and phrases belong together: mac
and cheese, peanut butter and jelly,
and green eggs and ham (with a little
help from food coloring, of course)! As
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Lutherans, certain concepts and phrases also belong
together: Saint and Sinner, Law and Gospel, and
Justification by Faith, just to name a few. Interestingly
enough, in our efforts to share the Good News
through those familiar Lutheran expressions, another
complementary phrase also comes to mind: Be Well
… Serve Well. The phrase may not be recognizable to
you, but it is very familiar to the thousands of pastors,
teachers, and other church workers of The Lutheran
Church—Missouri Synod. The expression is a reminder
of the importance of caring for one’s health for ministry.
Further explained: with God’s help and guidance, we
strive to be as well as we can be (within the confines
of disease and sickness as a result of a sinful world), so
that a continued or improved state of well-being will
allow us to best serve those in our area of ministry.

We know that caring for our
physical, mental, and spiritual health
is a part of our joyous response to
all that God has done for us and for
all that He has given to us.
Professional church workers do not have a
monopoly on that phrase. However, it is universal to
everyone involved in the Church! We know that caring
for our physical, mental, and spiritual health is a part
of our joyous response to all that God has done for us
and for all that He has given us. Part of our response
is that, with God’s help, we try to be good stewards of
all the blessings He has given us. In particular, bodily

Body Fat and Total Weight
Changes with Diet and Exercise

stewardship is important in the overarching
mission of sharing His message of salvation.
Whether we are visiting the sick, caring for the
elderly, teaching Sunday school, or delivering
canned goods to a food pantry, those acts of
service are best attended to when we are “well.”
If we are laid up at home or in a hospital due to
our inattentiveness to our health and well-being
or as a result of our blatant disregard for our
health, those we serve will also feel the ripples
of our neglect.
Unfortunately, because of our sinful natures,
being healthy and well is not easy. We make poor
choices when it comes to our health. Something
as simple as unhealthy eating habits can rob us
of the necessary nutrients needed for the proper
functioning of our body and mind. In the short
term, poor nutrition contributes to stress, tiredness, and
a reduction in our capacity to work. Long term, it can
contribute to the risk of developing health problems
such as heart disease, stroke, depression, Type 2
diabetes, and high blood pressure, just to name a few.
On the flip side, eating a proper, nutritious diet offers
health benefits that keep us mentally and physically
well, such as protecting brain cells to help prevent
Alzheimer’s disease, building up our immune system,
preventing weight gain, and having more energy.
Realistically, you don’t need innumerable facts
about the benefits of exercise to convince you that it
is good for you. A day doesn’t go by that we don’t hear
in the news about the good that exercise can do. For
example, exercise has the tendency to decrease the
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risk of heart disease, hypertension, Type 2 diabetes,
colon cancer, breast cancer, and obesity. Exercise can
also improve outcomes in musculoskeletal disorders,
neurological diseases, and depression.
We certainly have the knowledge of what our bodies
need to be well, but having the time and motivation to
exercise becomes the bigger obstacle to overcome. To
be completely honest with ourselves, time usually isn’t
the issue. We can always find time in the day for the
activities we enjoy. If we really want to see a specific TV
show or read a particular book, we will make the time.
One of the greatest predictors of whether or not you will
actually be physically active during the day is whether
or not you schedule it into your day’s activities.
see next page
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Even short bursts of
exercise are beneficial.

Simple steps
to “up” your
activity and
decrease
calories …
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Too often we have good intentions of exercising, next step. In that process, you cannot ignore the
but the demands of the day often push aside those “magic bullets” of maintaining or losing weight
good intents. On the other hand, if a 10-15 minute which are diet (what we eat—the calories “in”)
walk either outside or on the treadmill is simply and exercise (burning calories—the calories
a part of your morning routine, it becomes as “out”). From the chart (page 3), you can see that
automatic as brushing your teeth—it’s just what you diet alone can make a big difference in weight
do. Keep in mind, even short bursts of exercise are loss. The reason is that for most people, lowering
beneficial: just 10 minutes a day can significantly their calorie intake is easier than burning
more calories through increased exercise. For
improve heart strength and general fitness.
Ultimately, the real issue is not “do I have time” in example, eating two donut holes instead of three
the day to walk for 10-15 minutes, but instead, “do during bible study hour at church reduces your
I make it a priority.” Priorities are closely aligned calorie intake by 60. If you indulge in that extra
with motivation. In other words, our willingness to hole, you truly would need to add an additional
do something is based upon how important it is to 6-10 minutes of vigorous exercise to burn off
us. If we cannot recognize how significant diet and those extra calories.
Studies consistently
exercise are for our day-to-day lives,
show,
however, that
then the motivation will be lacking. We
… with any new or
people who lose weight
have to comprehend how it matters
increased goal in life, and keep it off over
and how it fits into the overall scheme
take it to the Lord in the long term do both
of our well-being. Perhaps being well is
recognized as needful in order to care prayer, asking for His diet AND exercise. The
of the two
for our families. Maybe it is essential
guidance and strength combination
for the stamina it provides to be a caregive you the best “one-two”
to lead you in the
giver for our aging parents. Just maybe,
punch to combat weight
it is adding quality of life for however
proper stewardship gain. Incorporating both
long our earthly life will exist. Whatever
components of eating fewer
for the wonderful
our reason, our motivation will follow.
calories and exercising into
Once we have solved the “why” of body He has created your daily routine needs
caring for ourselves, the “how” is the
(see Psalm 139:13-14). to start slowly if they are to
4
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have any long-lasting consequences.
Trying to do too much too soon will
just as quickly seem unmanageable,
and you will become frustrated
having to try and live with all of the
new changes. The key is to incorporate
one or two ideas at a time—work them
in until they become a part of your
routine—and then add more.

++ PARK FARTHER from your destination than necessary and walk.
++ USING A PEDOMETER or Fitbit, keep track of your steps for a
week and try to increase your weekly total for the next six weeks.
++ WALK for 10 minutes in the morning before getting ready.
++ WALK into your bank or a restaurant instead of using the
drive-through window.
++ USE the restroom on the far side of the building.
++ START a lunchtime “walking club” and walk 15 minutes.
++ WALK to a co-worker’s desk to talk instead of sending an e-mail.
++ SCHEDULE 2 days a week to walk in a park after work with a friend.

You, Health,
and the Bible

++ RIDE your bike to the grocery store.
++ KEEP hand weights in the family room and lift them while watching TV.
++ DOWNSIZE your soft drinks, or quench your thirst with water.
++ ORDER a vinaigrette dressing instead of a mayonnaise-based dressing.

By Gerald Perschbacher

C

hrist Jesus not only proclaimed the
Grace of God but brought added
++ SPLIT AN ENTRÉE with your spouse or a friend, or box up
health to people when He healed them. He
half the meal to take home.
indicated this after His great Sermon on the
Mount (Matthew 8 and
++ LIMIT portions: – meat to 3-4 ounces (the size of a deck of cards)
9). So there is no doubt
Staying
– dessert to a sliver, or share
– pretzels or chips in a bowl with an individual 		
ACTIVE in life health is an important
factor.
		 serving instead of from the bag
and in ministry Physically fit people,
++ BAKE, broil, or grill meats, chicken and fish rather than fry them.
endeavors
often prove to be much
more mentally and more
can
equate
++ USE vegetable cooking spray and nonstick cookware instead of
butter, margarine, or oil when stovetop cooking.
to a healthier spiritually productive.
When people “drag”
and more
++ SUBSTITUTE half of the oil in a recipe with applesauce.
through the day, their
productive
life
spiritual enthusiasm can
++ ASK for sauce and salad dressings on the side: Eat enough
wane, also. Consider
AND
witness.
to enjoy the flavor, but leave most of it behind.
some Biblical examples
The danger with lists is that they can seem overwhelming. If that is the
of people who were physically fit for the
case, remember the old joke, “How do you eat an elephant?” The answer:
opportunities at hand:
“One bite at a time.” Change takes time, so allow some time for these new
If Joseph, the young son of Jacob, had
habits to form. More importantly, with any new or increased goal in life,
not been physically and spiritually fit,
take it to the Lord in prayer asking for His guidance and strength to lead you
he would have had a very difficult time
in the proper stewardship for the wonderful body He has created (Psalm
facing the rigors of slavery, imprisonment,
139: 13-14). May you know the important role health plays in your ministry,
famine, and the demanding rise to success
and may you Be Well so that you can Serve Well! n
(Genesis 37-41).
The leadership of Moses could have
Steve Gruenwald is the Health and Wellness Educator of Concordia Plan Services
been
at risk had he not been physically and
of The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod and editor of Better Health, a quarterly
spiritually fit (Exodus chapters 3 to 21, etc.).
newsletter. Steve and wife Bev (an early childhood ministry director) live in Missouri.
Had David the shepherd not been
physically fit and in tune with God, he
would have had a difficult time meeting
Goliath in the crucial encounter recorded
in I Samuel 17. David’s accuracy with his
sling came as a result of God’s blessing and
from practicing. David was fit for the task.
Had Joseph and Mary not been
physically fit and dedicated to the Lord,
the trip from Nazareth to Bethlehem would
++ EAT SLOWLY, reducing the urge for a second helping.

have been even more strenuous, especially
for an expectant mother near the time of
childbirth (Luke 2:1-7).
John the baptizer’s lifestyle was focused,
simple, and rugged as he announced the
arrival of the Savior (Matthew chapter 3).
If the disciples of Jesus had not developed
strength for walking, they would have had
difficulty keeping pace alongside the Savior
(Matthew 11:1 and 19:1-12). But they were
not always prepared. If the disciples been
physically ready and fit for the prayer time
Jesus had in Gethsemane, they may have
stayed awake (Mark 14:32-42).
The Road to Emmaus was a seven-mile
walk (Luke 24:1-35). When the two men
found that Jesus had been their companion,
they immediately returned to Jerusalem to
tell the disciples that Jesus had been raised.
The return took place after sunset. At a pace
of three miles an hour by foot, the entire
walk lasted at least five hours. It is very
possible the return trip was at a faster pace
due to their excitement!
Through LHM, the Int’l LLL offers
activities to spike your interest in outreach
for the Lord and in making you more fit in
the process. Staying ACTIVE in life and in
ministry endeavors can equate to a healthier
and more productive life AND witness.
LHM also has offered booklets relating
to managing moods and emotions,
addictions, surviving breast cancer, stress,
and Alzheimer’s. DVDs are available on
more topics meant to help equip believers
in their daily walks. n
Dr. Gerald Perschbacher is
editor of The Lutheran Layman.

For details about LHM, go online to www.lhm.org or call 1-800-876-9880.
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Ideas for Your Church to Promote Wellness:
++ DESIGNATE a display board for activity fliers
such as local fun run/walks, biking trails, etc.
++ SUBSTITUTE fresh fruit in place of the donuts
served between services.
++ HOST health screenings for blood pressure,
cholesterol, etc.
++ START a walking group to go for walks on
Sunday afternoons.
++ ORGANIZE fix-it days on a regular basis in
connection with your local LLL group in order
to stay fit and to help others in the process.
++ WORK with the local hospital and their health
education department or identify someone in
the congregation with a nutrition background
to hold healthful cooking classes.
++ OPERATE Christ-centered special exhibits
and fair booth displays for the Int’l LLL/LHM
which helps others spiritually while improving
your sense of witness and providing exercise
in the process.
++ PARTNER with a local Boy or Girl Scout to
create a walking trail on your grounds.
++ ORGANIZE a Senior Olympics. Include events
such as speed walking, a softball throw, golf
putting, Frisbee toss, basketball shoot-out, etc.
++ HOST a bike-a-thon. Have members get
pledges per mile of riding and finance a
special project with the money raised.

++ SPONSOR a Five-a-Day challenge: Print a
one-page calendar and for a month have
church members record how many days
they ate five or more servings of fruits and
vegetables. At the end of the challenge they
turn in calendars; awards go to top scores.
++ TAKE an overseas tour with LHM and
exercise your legs while exercising your faith.
++ BE INVOLVED with Lutheran Women’s
Missionary League special projects and
with Orphan Grain Train in the making or
gathering of needed items for beneficial use
domestically and internationally.
++ START an LHM golf tournament for physical
and spiritual results.
++ IMPLEMENT a tobacco free policy in your
church and on the property.
++ START a community garden on the church
grounds. Donate the harvest to a food bank
or those with limited mobility.
++ USE your church newsletter to promote
national health observances and local health
fairs along with other healthful happenings.
++ OFFER exercise classes at your church
(Zumba, aerobics, stretching, etc.). Contact
the local YMCA, Parks and Recreation, or the
Health Department to find instructors.
++ START a “Couch to 5K” program, and at the
end, host a 5K for the church and community.

Medical sources for the article include the National Institutes of Health, “Overweight and Obesity” – Indiana University, WebMD, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Beyond the Physical …

INNER HEALTH OF MIND AND SOUL

can certainly augment
physical health. “Emotions are critical to the growth and maturity of
an individual and to the functioning of society,” notes Dr. Stephanie van
Ulft, a board-certified specialist in psychiatry. “Our moods are really
an extension of the emotions we feel inside,” she adds. “When we do
not feel good physically, it’s also easier to be discontented mentally.”
When bad moods surface, can a person cope? “Find a way to turn the
bad mood around and focus instead on more positive emotions …
Consider keeping a list of potential mood-busters … so you can refer to
them when needed.” Dr. Ulft’s advice appears in the booklet, Get a Grip!,
available from Lutheran Hour Ministries.
STRESS HAS GOOD AND BAD POINTS. Writer/researcher
Cheryl Lewis explains these in the booklet Stressed but Connected, also
from LHM. “Often, the things that are beyond our control cause the
greatest stress in life,” she writes. “What is your level of stress?” Perhaps
you find that “the pressure is too overwhelming and you know you can’t
handle it on your own … (then) remember that God is there … offering
a sense of peace … .”
6
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ADDICTIONS can pull a person down. “The traditional belief was
that addiction was rare and caused by weak moral character … (but)
addiction is an equal opportunity destroyer. Men and women of all ages,
races, faiths, education levels, and financial means lose self-control,”
says Dr. Melanie Wilson, Ph.D., in the booklet Self-Control in an Addictive
World, offered by LHM. “Addiction is an unhealthy dependence … you
can become dependent on many other things, people, and behaviors …
No matter how long it takes, you can be victorious … God will not give
up on you … By God’s grace, you will no longer serve your false god.”
THE OVER-STRESSED PERSON can consider advice from writer
Tim Wesemann in Setting Priorities (from LHM). He addresses his insights
to those “on the fast track to over-booked days and under-caring people … !
Let’s take a break, and take a closer look at this monster you and I have
created … Setting priorities isn’t always the easiest of tasks … we don’t know
what is right and wrong anymore, or we can’t find time to set priorities, or
we don’t think prioritizing is a priority!” God’s love “frees us up to live a
new life for Him … that leads me to want to respond in gratitude to His
undeserved forgiveness, the gift of heaven, and all His blessings.”
Each booklet is still available from LHM by calling 1-800-876-9880.
Ask about ordering extra copies to help others, too! n

